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BEST PRACTICES FOR 2017

CALIFORNIA PREVAILING WAGE LAW
California Prevailing Wage Law requires workers on publicly-funded construction
projects—called "public works"—to be paid prevailing wages, as determined by the State.
However, in recent years, the definition of public works has greatly expanded. Many
projects that were previously considered private are now "public works" subject to
prevailing wage requirements. The rules governing which projects are covered are
complex, rapidly changing, and largely unwritten.
PROACTIVE PLANNING
The best way to resolve prevailing wage disputes is to prevent them from occurring.
Identifying prevailing wage issues at an early stage and structuring projects to minimize
prevailing wage liability at the outset is an integral part of proactive planning.
In 2013 the California Labor Commissioner brought more than 400 enforcement actions
against developers and contractors, and collected a record-breaking $17.7 million in
retroactive prevailing wage payments. Even on Fort Ord alone, enforcement actions to
date have been in the millions.
Even when the State determines that a project is not subject to prevailing wage, individual
workers and labor groups can bring prevailing wage lawsuits up to four years after work
on the project is complete. The State has been known to change its opinion if different
or additional information is later presented. Sometimes the best way to avoid a prevailing
wage dispute is to negotiate an agreement in advance with the unions, known as a Project
Labor Agreement. Other times, close contact and discussion with the Departments’ staff
can minimize the nature and extent of non-compliance issues. One factor that is
considered by the Department when addressing compliance is whether or not a
Contractor or Awarding Body is following the advice of their Labor Compliance
professionals.
1. CHECK YOUR FUNDING SOURCE
• Prop 84 and Federal funding trigger additional PW/LCP requirements
2. REVIEW SPECIFICATIONS AND CONTRACTS TO ENSURE NEW AND
UPDATED PREVAILING WAGE LANGUAGE IS INCLUDED (THIS INCLUDES
PURCHASE ORDERS)
•

Annual review of PW contract language
o Must include registration requirements Labor Code 1725.5, unless
exempted from this requirement (LC 1771.1(a));
o This project is subject to compliance monitoring and enforcement by the
Department of Industrial Relations;
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o Worker’s Compensation requirement (LC 1860)
o The contractor shall post applicable prevailing wage rate on the project site.
(LC 1771.4)
Service, Maintenance as well as capital improvement construction work are now
included
o Covered work: Landscape maintenance, servicing of fire alarm, exit lights,
and fire suppression systems; cleaning HVAC units/vents; servicing a
generator; warranty work; emergency work; modular furniture systems;
installing or removing any furniture attached to the wall, ceiling, or floor;
lighting replacement; surveying work; onsite testing
o Non-Covered work: Security guards; routine janitorial services; moving
services (no affixed furniture); pest control spraying; sewer camera
placemen and viewing; and supervisorial/clerical work where no “covered
work” is performed

3. REVIEW PROTOCOLS FOR FILING PWC-100 FORMS WITHIN 30 DAYS OF
AWARD BUT NOT LATER THAN FIRST DAY WORK IS PERFORMED
• Who will file.
• Cross Check and verification
• Only on-line
4. IS THE AGENCY REQUIRING PREVAILING WAGE ON ALL MAINTENANCE
WORK WHICH CONSTITUTES A “PUBLIC WORK”?
5. IS THE AGENCY CHECKING THE CONTRACTOR’S PUBLIC WORKS
REGISTRATION PRIOR TO AWARD CONFIRMATION?
• If no registration, then may declare a bidder unresponsive; or give the bidder 24
hours to “cure” (register) the unregistered contractors (Cost is $2400 - $400
registration + $2,000 penalty)
• Is subcontractor registration being confirmed when they are added to the project?
6. REVIEW AGENCY’S PROTOCOL FOR PREVAILING WAGE ENFORCEMENT.
• Are certified payrolls collected?
• What level of review and/or auditing occurs?
• How are complaints or investigations handled (internally or handed over to the
DIR)?
• Are funds withheld pending conclusion of investigation?
• Third party Labor Compliance Professional and Software roles
• Develop, maintain and review contact lists with the Department of Industrial
Relations
7. ARE NOTICES OF COMPLETION FILED?
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